
because we all are different



left/RIGHT – because we all are different.
left/RIGHT is the first ear muff set that is truly personal in the broad sense of the word.  
For the first time ever, the left muff was different from the right and fit better as a result.
For the first time ever, there was a headband based on the concept that our ears are not 
positioned “in the middle” of our head. 
For the first time ever, a muff was large enough to fit all types of ears, regardless of size.
That’s why we have protected the unique design. 
left/RIGHT will redraw the map in many ways. You can be sure of it.

Low, medium, high. Same price.
It wasn’t enough for us to revolutionize ear muffs. We also scrapped a few other old  
and established concepts:
– that the model reducing the most noise [high] would be more expensive than the one 
– designed for lower noise levels [low].
– that each model would come in only one color [indicating its noise attenuation level].
We are driven by the idea that people have to choose the right type of protection,  
and not select ear muffs on the basis of price or color. 
Buying protection that fails to protect is bad. Buying ear muffs that “overprotect” is  
almost just as bad. 
You can’t hear warning signals, it’s hard to have a conversation and the muffs are heavy.
Right protection for the right purpose – that’s our idea. 
We also believe that people want a wider choice of colors. That’s why our ear muffs come 
in three colors. 
For an even wider choice, we have developed a very special ear plug designed to fit  
the size of your ear opening. It comes in two sizes: small/medium and medium/large. 
The name? RIGHT, of course!

Wherever you are
There’s a left/RIGHT for all kinds of work environments. From heavy manufacturing  
to clean food processing. From construction sites to mowing the lawn. Muffs complete 
with entertainment, with radio and MP3 connection. 
Your choice.
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RIGHt ear plugs in two  
individual sizes: small/medium,  
medium/large

large muff providing more 
room for the ear

thinner and more flexible  
noise reduction rings

new design and new colors

brand new headband design  
for a better fit

individual muffs for the left  
and right ear
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Choosing the right left/RIGHT
This is how you choose the left/RIGHT that’s right for you.
1. Identify “your noise” on the table.
2. Choose high, medium or low.
3. Will you wear the ear mu�s on your helmet, or right on your head?
4. Choose the color you like. 
Done!

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW
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               10087436                                                              10087427                                                                    10087421 

                   10087434                                                            10087425                                                                       10087399 

                 10087435                                                            10087426                                                                       10087400 

                       10087433                                                            10087431                                                                      10087432 

low                                             medium                                                  high

For more helmet versions  
see fact sheet.



RIGHT for you
RIGHT is a complete range of earplugs. From disposable to reusable. 
The range includes, detectable plugs [for those of you who work within the food or 
pharmaceutical industry]. The detectable plug, available in one size, is comfortable to 
use, with the detectable material being well protected inside the plug.
All our other disposable plugs are available in two sizes, small/medium and medium/
large, both have excellent comfort and very good attenuation. Every plug is supplied 
with a hexagonal cavity, which makes the plug easy to hold when you insert the plug 
into the ear. 
The plug has a flat attenuation, which means that speech and warning signals can still 
be heard.

As you see there is also a corded version.
Our reusable plugs come in one size and are packed in a handy box. With or without 
cord [also available in a detectable version].
Our banded plug is unique. It is designed in the same way as our left/RIGHT ear muffs 
with a left and a right plug. The foam pad is oval shaped to fit better in the outer ear.  
It is very comfortable to use as the band does not move when fitted into the ear  
[less risk for touching clothes or other PP]. If you want to attach a cord in the band, 
there are small holes to enable this. 
The RIGHT range also includes a dispenser which holds more than two refill pouches 
[you can fill it up before it is totally empty]. Dispensing is very easy, just a simple twist, 
which gives you one plug at a time.
RIGHT is a carefully designed product range. Right for you.
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10087441 
Foamplugs uncorded, Small/Medium

10087444         
Foamplugs uncorded, Medium/Large

10087443 
Foamplugs Corded, Small/Medium

10087446         
Foamplugs Corded, Medium/Large

10087447         
Foamplugs Corded, Detectable

10087450        
Reusable earplugs, Corded

10087449         
Reusable earplugs, uncorded

10087451         
Reusable earplugs, Corded, Detectable

10087452  
Banded earplug

10087453  
Replacement pods for Banded

10087448          
Dispenser for foamplugs  
[no plugs included]



Facts

left/RIGHT

Part. no.  Description  Packaging  H M L SNR
10087435  left/RIGHT, LOW, Blue, headband  20 pcs/box  27 22 14 24
10087436  left/RIGHT, LOW, White, headband  20 pcs/box  27 22 14 24
10087434  left/RIGHT, LOW, Yellow, headband  20 pcs/box  27 22 14 24
       
10087438  left/RIGHT, LOW, Blue, helmet mounted*  20 pcs/box  27 22 15 25
10087439  left/RIGHT, LOW, White, helmet mounted*  20 pcs/box  27 22 15 25
10087437  left/RIGHT, LOW, Yellow, helmet mounted*  20 pcs/box  27 22 15 25
       
10087426  left/RIGHT, MEDIUM, Blue, headband  20 pcs/box  32 26 17 28
10087427  left/RIGHT, MEDIUM, White, headband  20 pcs/box  32 26 17 28
10087425  left/RIGHT, MEDIUM, Yellow, headband  20 pcs/box  32 26 17 28
       
10087429  left/RIGHT, MEDIUM, Blue, helmet mounted*  20 pcs/box  29 25 17 28
10087430  left/RIGHT, MEDIUM, White, helmet mounted*  20 pcs/box  29 25 17 28
10087428  left/RIGHT, MEDIUM, Yellow, helmet mounted*  20 pcs/box  29 25 17 28
        
10087400  left/RIGHT, HIGH, Blue, headband  20 pcs/box  33 31 23 33
10087421  left/RIGHT, HIGH, White, headband  20 pcs/box  33 31 23 33
10087399  left/RIGHT, HIGH, Yellow, headband  20 pcs/box  33 31 23 33

10087423  left/RIGHT, HIGH, Blue, helmet mounted*  20 pcs/box  32 28 21 31
10087424  left/RIGHT, HIGH, White, helmet mounted*  20 pcs/box  32 28 21 31
10087422  left/RIGHT, HIGH, Yellow, helmet mounted*  20 pcs/box  32 28 21 31

10087432  left/RIGHT AM/FM MEDIUM, Blue, headband  10 pcs/box  25 21 16 24
10087433  left/RIGHT AM/FM MEDIUM White, headband  10 pcs/box  25 21 16 24
10087431  left/RIGHT AM/FM MEDIUM, Yellow, headband  10 pcs/box  25 21 16 24

      
  

RIGHT

RIGHT Foamplugs
Part. no.  Description  Packaging  H M L SNR
10087441                            Foamplugs Uncorded, Small/Medium  200 pair/box  33 30 29 33
10087442                     200 pair/pouch             33 30 29 33
10087443  Foamplugs Corded, Small/Medium                            100 pair/box  33 30 29 33 

10087444  Foamplugs Uncorded, Medium/Large  200 pair/box  36 34 34 37 
10087445   200 pair/pouch              36 34 34 37
10087446  Foamplugs Corded, Medium/Large  100 pair/box  36 34 34 37 
10087447  Foamplugs Corded, Detectable, Medium/Large        100 pair/box  36 34 34 37

RIGHT Dispenser  
Part. no.  Description  Packaging
10087448                    Dispenser for foamplugs  1 pcs/box

RIGHT Reusable earplugs  
Part. no.  Description  Packaging  H M L SNR
10087449                             Reusable Earplugs, Uncorded  50 pair/box  24 20 17 23
10087450  Reusable Earplugs, Corded  50 pair/box  24 20 17 23
10087451                           Reusable Earplugs, Corded, Detectable  50 pair/box  24 20 17 23

RIGHT Banded earplugs
Part. no.  Description  Packaging  H M L SNR
10087452  Banded Earplug  10 pcs/box  27 19 18 24     
10087453  Replacement pods for Banded  100 pair/box  27 19 18 24

The products are tested according to EN 352 and CE approved.   

 

 

 
 

 

Your direct contact

Subject to change without notice

Maximon Solutions
22 Soho Mills
Wooburn Green
Buckinghamshire
HP10 0PF

T: 0845 873 6250
F: 0845 873 6251
E: sales@maximonsolutions.com


